Introduction

The first objective of this paper is to take an empirically oriented and often explicitly anti-theoretical field of study, industrial relations (IR), and to show that it has pursued a mode of analysis consistent with the ontology of critical realism (CR). Yet CR has only very rarely been discussed explicitly in IR, while ontological debate has also been unusual; hence the description of IR’s progress as DIY. The second purpose is to suggest that IR’s development is a useful illustration of an empirically oriented CR project. That is, it is probably fair to say that much of CR has operated at a broad theoretical level. Though there have been clear illustrations of empirical implications, as in the work of Sayer (2000), these illustrations have been rather rare. The empirically minded economist or sociologist turning to CR texts might ask how her concrete research programme might be informed by CR. This paper attempts to deal with this issue. In doing so, it makes no pretence to detailed knowledge of CR and it says nothing about what CR is (hence, among other things, the phrase ‘it is probably fair to say’ above). It relies on accounts such as Sayer’s (2000), together with the work of scholars who have endeavoured to bring CR’s insights into the study of work organizations (Ackroyd and Fleetwood, 2000; Mingers, 2000). A third purpose is to indicate how analysis informed by IR can strengthen CR’s empirical purchase.

These objectives are pursued as follows. In relation to the first, some features of IR’s theory and methods are sketched. Links with institutionalist analysis are also addressed here. Then, second, some strands of research are used to illustrate a research programme that is consistent with CR. Third, the work of the leading CR theorist, Tony Lawson, is addressed, to argue that some aspects of an empirical CR programme are insufficiently developed in his work, and that an IR perspective suggests ways in which a stronger programme can be pursued. The conclusion takes up the theme of a research programme and the ways in which it can be developed through comparative analysis.

IR and its tacit theorizing

Any explicit discussion of CR is virtually absent in IR. Two volumes reviewing analytical development of the field make no reference to CR (Ackers and Wilkinson, 2003; Kaufman, 2004a), and a search of articles in three leading journals over a five-year period found no explicit use of the term CR (Edwards, 2005). The work of Godard (1993) is the major exception. Yet, to use Lawson’s (1997: 247) comment on economics, there are approaches ‘which seem broadly consistent with critical realism’. Or, at a more concrete level, Fleetwood (1999: 474), in providing a CR-based critique of economic models of trade union behaviour, says that ‘something akin to’ his preferred approach can be identified in a small number of extant studies. The review of IR journals just mentioned examined 353 papers, and concluded that 27 were ‘consistent’ with CR in implicitly addressing the causal powers of various phenomena and the causal mechanisms connecting them. In the study of work
organization more generally, CR also appears to feature little. Watson (2004), for example, in his call for ‘critical social science analysis’ makes no reference to CR.

The reasons for this state of affairs can be expressed in ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ terms. In negative terms, IR defines itself in part in relation to the limits of core disciplines. In their review of the field, Bain and Clegg (1974) noted that economists had produced poor explanations of pay determination, while sociologists’ efforts to link trade unions to social class foundered on a failure to grasp the nature of unions. The solution was to offer a more integrated approach, that drew on several disciplines and that respected the context-bound nature of IR phenomena. An account of democracy in trade unions, say, would need to start from differing definitions of democracy, so that the meaning of democracy will be different between unions in different countries and even between unions in the same country that have different organizations and traditions. Yet such an analysis led to an emphasis on facts at the expense of theory, a tendency that has been highlighted in a string of commentaries (Winchester, 1983; Berridge and Goodman, 1988; Kelly, 1998; Towers, 2003). As Kaufman (2004b: xv) notes in his review of the international development of the field, it ‘is largely an applied area of problem solving, and theoretical development has rather badly lagged behind’.

This is not to say that IR lacked all theory. There clearly were efforts to explain observed phenomena through analytical frameworks, and there were efforts to develop theories ‘of’ industrial relations, the most noted example being the work of Dunlop (1958). But theory building tended to be eclectic, and to look inwards rather than outwards. That is, theories were developed to address specific problems, but there was little attempt to take any insights and use them to advance theoretical issues in ‘home’ disciplines. IR has lacked attention to ‘fundamental issues concerning the nature and purpose of social science theory and research, as raised in the philosophy and sociology of science literature’ (Godard, 1993: 284).

In positive terms, IR had a clear intellectual basis in institutional economics, one of whose key founders, John R. Commons, was a leader in IR (Kaufman, 2003). The depth of this basis is illustrated by Kaufman’s (2004b: 95-116) analysis of the ‘science building’ component of IR in its country of first development, the US: Kaufman details in the space of 21 pages what the early institutionalists said in relation to theory and methodology and how this shaped IR. Yet, as he admits, theoretical development was often ‘inchoate’, and a leading work of institutional analysis, Commons’s Institutional Economics (1934), had a ‘negligible influence’ on IR (pp. 101, 102). Hodgson (forthcoming) similarly notes the lack of a ‘systematic statement’ of institutionalism, and the inability of the approach to address such key issues as the operation of markets and the nature of incentive structures. It was thus in a weak position to respond to more rigorous and mathematical models.

Several scholars have analysed ‘old’ institutionalist analysis, often stressing its strengths as against newer approaches using the same label (Jacoby, 1990; Stinchcombe, 1997; Hodgson, forthcoming). The purpose here is not to repeat these analyses, but to use them as a bridge between empirical IR and the philosophy of CR.

Institutional economics, with its emphasis on historical variation and the embeddedness of economic processes in social institutions, is strongly compatible with both IR and CR. Jacoby’s (1990) important essay on ‘institutional labour economics’ (ILE), which is contrasted with new efficiency oriented ILE (NEO-ILE), makes several key points. The older ILE tradition stressed four explanatory tenets: indeterminacy of the labour contract, and the importance of local custom or bargaining; endogeneity; behavioural realism (meaning realistic assumptions, not realism in a CR sense); and diachronic analysis. These features, says Jacoby,
provide a better explanation than does NEO-ILE, which seeks an explanation of observed phenomena in terms of efficiency: American internal labour markets for example are seen in NEO-ILE as an efficient means to induce worker commitment. Yet this functional and synchronic analysis cannot explain some key facts, such as that the alleged efficient features emerged many years after the appearance of the large firms that apparently stood to gain from these features: why did it take so long for efficiency to be identified? And other national IR systems operate with very different forms of organization. An explanation sensitive to history and context works better although, as Jacoby admits, it lends itself less well to clear hypothesis testing than does work in the NEO-ILE style. In short, a search for the complex and embedded causal powers of institutions drives ILE, but there is also the problem, shared with CR, that explanations can appear to be idiosyncratic and ad hoc.

Hodgson (forthcoming) has further crystallized some of the core tenets of old institutionalists.

- First, an institution is not necessarily anything as formal as a firm or a trade union; the term also embraces ways of thinking or acting that have a degree of permanence.
- Second, institutions do not merely constrain autonomous individuals; they actively shape the ways in which people think and act.
- Third, knowledge is a key resource of organizations, but it is embedded in customs and routines rather than being simply the property of any one group.

Such insights are strongly in tune with empirical IR. Let us for simplicity consider the three points from Hodgson. First, much of IR traditionally addressed the creation of rules governing the employment relationship, notably a series of classic studies of custom and practice rules (Brown, 1973). Such rules can be seen as institutions, and research demonstrated the varying degree of fixity of different kinds of rule (Edwards, 1988). For example, some are firmly grounded in workers’ expectations, and they are defended if challenged; an example from the past would be demarcation rules governing which trades could do which jobs. Other rules are merely weak understandings that can readily be overturned.

Second, workplace institutions shape how people behave. Classic studies of occupational crime showed that the relevant practices were features of occupations, not individuals (Mars, 1982). A worker who entered an occupation with a strong set of norms would be shaped by those norms and come to accept them as natural. Lupton (1963) opens his account of workplace politics by describing his first day as an engineering apprentice; as he was labouring at a task at the end of the day, he noticed a group of his mates gathering around him, who silently conveyed the message as to when he should stop work. Individual preferences are embedded in institutional norms and assumptions.

Third, tacit knowledge has been a theme of workplace studies (Kusterer, 1978; Halle, 1984). Such knowledge means, first, that efforts at rationalization are bound to be incomplete at best, and, second, that knowledge can be contested. Workers can retain knowledge and bargain about its use. Even in modern and highly rationalized settings such as call centres, workers use their judgement as to how to perform tasks. In doing so, they sometimes make work proceed more smoothly, and indeed rescue management from its own rules, by for example responding flexibly to a customer rather than sticking to their instructions. But they can also use their tacit knowledge to create their own social space independent of management (Korczynski, 2002).

Such empirical results can, then, be readily expressed in institutionalist terms. The link the other way, from institutional analysis to CR, does not need spelling out, save to say that the emphases on history and context are clearly compatible with CR.
Illustrations of explanatory development

IR in particular and institutionalism in general are, as noted above, criticized for the absence of theoretical progress. They may be able to explain some of the complexities of workplace rules or trade union behaviour, but is this any more than descriptive detail and *ad hoc* explanation? Developments in two areas illustrate ways in which further progress has been made (for other illustrations, see Edwards, 1995).

Teamwork

Teamwork has been a major innovation in workplace relations in the past 20 years, though it has important historical precedents. Debates on it neatly illustrate different empirical and theoretical approaches in IR. Teams have often been promoted as means to increase efficiency while also meeting workers’ interests in job autonomy. Some IR researchers demonstrated that this was far from being the inevitable result, producing evidence that some teams generated stress and work intensification. Debates on teams, and also on the closely related issue of total quality management, often took on an essentialist character, with proponents singing their praises and critics exploring their negative features (Wilkinson et al., 1997). Further research refined the analysis, in three main respects (Edwards et al., 2002).

First, rather than assuming that there was a uniform phenomenon called teamwork, analysts identified different kinds of teams. A major distinction was between the teams characteristic of lean production and those based on ideas of autonomous work groups. In the former case, team autonomy was tightly restricted whereas in the latter it was much more extensive. The causal power of ‘teams’ thus varied according to the type of team involved. Other more detailed distinctions were also introduced, for example the degree to which managements displayed real commitment to team ideas. Such commitment was shown to be important in shaping the extent to which the potential for teams to deliver desired outcomes was realized in practice.

The second refinement was to address the context in which teams operated. The ‘teamwork dimensions’ model identified three aspects of the context, which were labelled the normative, governance, and technical dimensions (Thompson and Wallace, 1996). The point was to show that the ‘effects’ of teams were shaped by each of these dimensions, rather than existing independently. Empirical research in a single company in different countries showed that the ‘same’ teamwork ideas worked quite differently in different national contexts (Thompson et al., 1995). To take another example, Ortiz (1998) used case study methods to examine teamwork in General Motors in Spain. He framed the analysis in terms of largely critical views of teams from a union and worker viewpoint in the US and UK and more favourable responses in Germany and Sweden. He showed that Spain fell between these two extremes, which he explained in terms of the way in which the IR system allowed negative features to be contained and positive features to be developed. Hence, in the UK, teams are often seen as a threat to trade unions, because they can undermine unions’ claims to be the sole legitimate voice of workers; teams set up alternative channels, and in the absence of strong legal support for unions the danger is that firms will decide to operate without unions. In Spain, by contrast, unions were institutionally entrenched, and teams were not so much of a threat. In CR terms, teamwork has causal powers of positive and negative kinds, and how they are actualized depends on specific conditions.

Third, researchers identified sets of conditions that made teamwork more or less successful. These conditions included the extent of job security and the structure of workplace relations into which team experiments were introduced. It should be stressed at this point that a factor such as job security is not to be seen as having necessary effects. It is true that studies have shown that an absence of security tends to undermine team experiments, because co-operation and *worker*
commitment through teams is unlikely where the employer’s commitment to maintaining jobs is weak. As Thompson (2003) has argued, there are important structural features of modern capitalism that make it hard for employers to keep their promises (even when these are genuine). Yet other studies have revealed cases where job security has been weak but where a degree of success of teams was achieved. One set of reasons concerns employee expectations: where there has been little history of employee involvement, even quite modest moves can be valued even though security remains uncertain (Marchington et al., 1994). A second set of reasons concerns the context of a team experiment. Where workers lack alternative jobs, and where they know that an experiment offers a chance to retain jobs, they may co-operate with it. Such conditions are unlikely in themselves to be sufficient for this result. Thus if an experiment is one of a series of failed managerial promises, or if it changes little in reality, acceptance is likely to evaporate rapidly. But where there seems to be concrete change, acceptance can occur. For example, Wright and Edwards (1998) report a case in which managerial intent was demonstrated by the imposition of teams on unwilling line managers and supervisors; in addition, specific and meaningful rights were given to teams, which were thus far more than a rhetorical device.

An important part of this line of research was the demonstration that teams did not have pre-defined causal influences. They had sets of potentials that could be released, sometimes in unintended ways. One study for example found that the language of empowerment used by managers was taken up by workers, who began to hold managers to account against the new image of a democratic organization and who took the rhetoric of empowerment as a means to make their own demands (Rosenthal et al., 1997). Such findings are strongly consistent with the arguments of CR about the indeterminacy of causal powers.

Pay determination and the causal powers of legislation

If there is one issue that illustrates the strengths and weaknesses of institutional analyses in IR, it is the setting of pay. For over 100 years, institutionalists have noted the inability of conventional economic theory to explain the diversity of pay, notably why the ‘same’ occupation in the same labour market can be rewarded differently and why externally mandated pay rises, such as those associated with minimum wages, have not had the expected effects in terms of reduced numbers of jobs.

It is also true that conventional explanations are not always convincing. Consider the two results just noted. The first is commonly rationalized in terms of efficiency wage theory: paying more than a market rate helps to secure worker commitment and induces discretionary effort (see Groshen, 1991). The second is usually explained in terms of monopsony power: employers had this power, and the effect of a rise in wages was to cut the super-normal profits they were making (Card and Krueger, 1995). Yet such explanations are profoundly functionalist in character, assuming that an answer must lie in rational models: if employers pay above ‘market rates’ there must be a functional explanation. Rather than asking how employers in fact behave, they are constrained by extant economic models. Monopsony seems to fit the logic of these models, and because it is thus consistent the assumption seems to be that an explanation has been provided. But it has not. Independent evidence for efficiency wage behaviour or monopsony is not provided, and in the latter case at least it seems unlikely to be available: minimum wages cover low-wage and competitive industries, and it is not clear how such competitive firms have monopsony power. The explanation was simply the most plausible within economic theory, but that does not necessarily make it a good one.

As Rubery (1997) has argued, existing models of wage setting tend to assume that the process is orderly and rational, whereas in fact it is often chaotic and unplanned.
An illustration is the study of small firms in competitive markets that were affected by the arrival of the UK National Minimum Wage (Gilman et al., 2002). Given that they were in competitive sectors, and also that institutionalized pay setting through collective bargaining was absent, these firms might be expected to be paying ‘market rates’. Yet they do not have formal pay-setting arrangements such as structures that specify rates for a job. This absence of formal institutions means that pay is set by rules of thumb and broad notions of fairness. It is this elasticity, and not monopsony, that explains the ability to absorb higher wage costs. Second, however, behaviour is institutionalized: many firms operate in labour marked circumscribed by ethnic exclusion, and managers and workers develop expectations within such specific contexts as to what is fair in the light of knowledge of other local firms and the state of the trade. Pay is not immune to market forces, but these forces are interpreted through structures that limit knowledge of the wider economy and that shape norms of fairness. Third, within the shared context of competitive markets, the elasticity of pay structures leaves space for choice and idiosyncrasy. Firms in the same market and geographically close to each other were found paying notably different wages. Some of these differences could be traced back to differences of product market context, so that a restaurant offering a ‘quality’ product might pay more than one in a more basic niche. Yet just how much more it needed to pay depended on the preferences of the manager, the history of the firm, and the degree of active bargaining by workers. Other studies (Cox, 2005; Holliday, 1995; Moule, 1998; Ram, 1994) have shown that workers engage in tacit bargaining over pay, hours, and work load, drawing on their labour market power and their own past experience. For example, Holliday (1995) makes a distinction between ‘core’ and ‘transient’ workers. ‘Core’ workers were adaptable, loyal, and able to ‘fit in’ with the prevailing pattern of social relations in the firm. These workers were regarded as ‘one of the family’, and exerted a degree of influence over work loads, promotion and even who was recruited. ‘Transient’ workers lacked this leeway, and rarely stayed with the firm for any length of time.

This kind of evidence helps us resolve puzzles in contemporary accounts. The standard view of legislation on such things as minimum wages is that this legislation has determinate effects or at least tendencies. The most commonly expected effect is that wages will rise. Other employment legislation, for example that which controls the right to dismiss, is expected to limit managerial decision-making freedom. A less commonly articulated argument is that there may be a stimulus to economic efficiency, because increased costs will ‘shock’ firms into improving labour utilization. Yet evidence suggests that effects are often weak (Arrowsmith et al., 2003; Edwards et al., 2004). Part of the explanation is wholly consistent with conventional views: legislation is often modest in its aims, and thus any effects are small. But how then do we explain situations where there was likely to be an effect, for example firms that have to raise their wages? The answer lies in the context of many such firms, notably the fact that pay structures are far less fixed and clear-cut than usual models of pay setting expect. External influences are thus moderated. The effects of legislation are also not necessarily direct. For example, it was found that care homes were affected by the national minimum wage even though many paid above it and were little affected by it directly. But they were constrained in the prices that they could charge and they found that the advent of the minimum made other jobs more attractive. They thus found staff recruitment and retention difficult. Similarly, it was possible to identify those conditions under which the efficiency-encouraging aspects of legislation were activated.

**Developing causal accounts**

Institutional analysis has thus offered a rich list of factors that might explain apparent anomalies. The forces of history, custom, ignorance, and chance may all help to
explain patterns that conventional views cannot. It has been possible to generate intellectually coherent explanations, an achievement that should not be minimized when the limited amount of research in this vein, as compared to the massive literature of labour economics, is taken into account. The difficulty and expense of generating relevant data through intensive methods also needs to be recognized.

But it has proved very hard to turn such insights into a clear set of propositions. What we would need is a statement about, say, different types of custom and how it is expected to influence pay, rather than explanations that are contingent on circumstance. To develop a research programme here one might need to develop a theoretical statement about different sorts of custom. Some customs, for example, have been reasonably strongly embedded in certain occupations while others are much weaker rules of thumb. One could then try to explain how different customs work when as many other factors as possible are held constant. Causal explanation might then be developed in a less inductive way than has hitherto been the case.

In these two areas, in short, IR can demonstrate a research programme. But it has been inductive, and it has not lent itself to more formal and rigorous approaches that might speak to more conventional modes of analysis. We may pursue this theme by considering an issue where matter peculiar to IR have been deployed to address much wider debates.

**The debate on UK productivity**

Lawson (1997) takes as one of his key examples of realist analysis the case of Britain’s relative productivity problem. This is an excellent choice, for the issue has continued to shape academic and public debate (e.g. ESRC, 2004). Yet his analysis misses the opportunity of pressing forward a realist explanation, and in some respects it retreats from such explanation. That fact is also important, for if realist analysis is to gain any hold then it must be able to show, in terms comprehensible by conventional approaches, how it advances understanding. Such approaches pay it scant attention, the just mentioned ESRC publication, which is a compilation of leading conventional studies, being a case in point. If a conventional economist were to engage with Lawson’s analysis what would she find?

The conclusion in 1997 is much as it was when the analysis was first presented (Kilpatrick and Lawson, 1980): there is something in the character of trade unions in Britain that has retarded productivity. The explanation focuses on a set of structures that empower workers . . . to exercise a significant effect on all manner of outcomes. The exercise of this power can be, and usually is, situationally quite rational and comprehensible, and is essentially defensive strength (Lawson, 1997: 257).

Conventional economics would have little trouble with this view. As the ESRC (2004: 10) has it, ‘from about 1980, productivity began to rise in the UK, especially in manufacturing as large numbers of jobs were shed and the power of trade unions, which sometimes militated against innovation, was reduced’. So a first issue is that it might be concluded that realism and conventional views are not different in their empirical claims (a line of argument that has been explicit in industrial relations, notably in Hugh Clegg’s [1975] response to Marxist critiques of pluralism). Such inferences need to be avoided.

Some points stressed by Lawson are valid and important. Worker resistance, to the extent that it occurred, was both rational and defensive. Workers’ powers grew up at the level of the shop floor, and they were based in the specifics of the production process. This potentially gave workers leverage over the details of the process. But this leverage was not articulated with the powers of other workers, either within the politics of production or in relation to national politics (Fox, 1985). Faced, moreover, with managements that often insisted on their own right to manage, workers
responded rationally by playing the same game, of seeking advantage in shop floor bargaining when conditions were favourable.

Yet this argument says that workers should not be blamed for doing what they did, while still accepting, indeed stressing, that they did in fact do it. A substantial amount of IR research has criticized both Kilpatrick and Lawson and the conventional view (Nichols, 1986; Nolan and Marginson, 1990; Nolan and O'Donnell, 2003). Some key points are the following.

- Even at the height of their power, trade unions organized no more than half the UK working population. Even more to the point, the kind of trade unionism associated with poor productivity (namely, a strongly organized group of workers using shop floor power to resist management) was in a minority. Its influence on productivity elsewhere is not at all clear.
- Such unionism flourished during the 1960s and 1970s, yet poor productivity preceded and followed this period. Most notably, a phase of union weakness since the 1980s has not seen productivity leap to the levels of other countries.
- Unions in many sectors where innovation was weak, such as steel and the railways, co-operated in changed work organization, and more generally there was welcome of, and not hostility towards, technological change (Hyman and Elger, 1981; Daniel, 1987).
- The pattern of relative productivity does not correlate with union strength. The sectors accounting for most of the productivity gap with the US are wholesale and retail trade and financial intermediation (ESRC, 2004: 8), neither of which is a bastion of unionism.
- Periods of marked trade union defeat did not lead to productivity growth, a clear example being the coal mining industry during the 1920s and 1930s (Fine and Harris, 1985).

So how do we develop a more complex picture than the conventional story of trade union ‘constraints’ on management? In respect of unions themselves, it is the case that British unions had a more ‘restrictivist’ character than their counterparts in many other countries (Fox, 1985). This term refers to a focus on the specifics of work organization at shop floor level and a tendency to defend traditional, informal, work practices together with the customary rules regulating those practices.

But we need to consider what was the causal power of this characteristic. First, and crucially, it was not a one-dimensional resistance to all managerial goals. Hence Lupton (1963) discovered, through ethnographic inquiry, a set of practices that workers called ‘the fiddle’. Some of these certainly entailed resistance, for example bargaining with rate-fixers to achieve favourable piece rate prices. But others were productively neutral while yet others, notably efforts to find ways of doing jobs more quickly, directly contributed to production. More generally, workers were as likely to complain about managerial failures to introduce new technology as they were to express commitment to custom and practice.

Second, restrictivism had many variants. It is usually equated with work group custom and practice that was expressed and sustained by workplace trade union organizations. Such a situation existed in, for example, parts of the car industry. Yet, in other parts of the same industry, union organization was much less solidly entrenched, and the extent of restrictive practices was distinctly limited (Edwards and Scullion, 1982). Lupton’s cases reflect situations where the trade union role in organizing workers’ workplace practices seems to have been even more limited. Finally, there are many situations where any organized restrictivism was virtually absent. Consequences of these different patterns of relations for workplace practice have been outlined (Edwards, 1988). We can, in short, refine the conceptualization of a phenomenon initially labelled as restrictivism.
Third, nor was restrictivism a fixed, unchanging characteristic. During the Second World War, joint production committees emerged in the engineering industry, with the goal of productivity improvement through a shared commitment by management and workers (Croucher, 1982). These committees disappeared after the war. It would seem that it was largely managers who wished to return to business as usual, spurred by a fear of having to share control of the workplace, rather than workers.

Lawson acknowledges other influences on productivity, such as weaknesses in the education and training system and managerial complacency. Yet he sees these, in conventional terms, as additional to his favoured explanation. A stronger argument, and surely one more in line with CR, is to say that these factors in combination created a certain approach to shop floor relations and that workers’ causal powers had their effects only because of these factors, and indeed even came into existence at all because of them.

Such an explanation helps avoid a key problem in comparative study. If we say that Feature A of Country P leads to Outcome X, how do we deal with the fact that Feature A in Country Q does not lead to X? The answer is that the feature operates only in the context of other factors. Many features of UK labour relations were shared by the USA, including an emphasis on settling issues at the point of production and a strong craft tradition. But these features had different effects because the context was different. There are various ways in which such a view can be expressed, for example:

- A leads to X where other features B and C are also present, but not otherwise; B and C may be causally prior to A, or exist alongside it.
- The effect of A on X is mediated by D and E, which operate causally as intervening variables.
- F and G create conditions which tend to lead to X, but they also encourage the development of A, whose existence makes X more likely.

An example of the first view would be an argument that shop floor restrictiveness (A) tended to lead to poor productivity (X) but only where managerial complacency (B) was also present. Its difficulty is that it does not explain the origins of A, and nor does it offer any historical (diachronic in Jacoby’s terms) analysis of the interaction between different factors, including any feedback effects from X to the prior conditions.

The explanation suggested here is closest to the third example, but only in the following sense. The focus is the set of cases where restrictiveness can be identified, and the question concerns its role in the performance of the relevant firms. How far any of this contributed to productivity performance at the level of the economy is a separate question. Conditions such as F and G might include a structure of firms in which managerial re-organization was limited. A crucial historical episode was the celebrated engineering dispute of 1897 (not discussed by Kilpatrick and Lawson), in which managements won a significant victory but did not use this to root out shop floor customs or establish a more rationalized work organization on the lines of that in the US (Zeitlin, 1990). This managerial approach encouraged a style that tolerated workers’ shop floor controls when these seemed either innocuous or too troublesome to address, together with militant attacks when conditions suited. Not surprisingly, workers distrusted managers, and informal job controls re-emerged. When, later, issues of international competitiveness grew pressing, managerial solutions tended to emphasize cost-cutting rather than longer term innovation. And such solutions were deeply distrusted by workers. Hence restrictiveness was created and reinforced by other factors, but it played some part in the troubles of certain celebrated sectors such as car manufacture.

A good deal of research has addressed the organizational conditions allowing a pattern of shop floor practice to emerge. As Kilpatrick and Lawson (1980) note, these
conditions include the small size of UK firms and their focus on specialized, rather than mass, markets; the incentive to rationalize was thus weak. It is also well-established that the multi-divisional form appeared later in the UK than in the US. Such a structure militated against the early development of professional personnel managers with a remit to establish formal systems of workplace governance. A reflection of this style of management was the relatively late development of IR as an academic field, even though the founders of the subject, the Webbs, were British (Kaufman, 2004b).

This analysis is consistent with much of what Lawson says, notably in relation to the situationally rational character of worker behaviour and the fact that this behaviour was the product of social conditions rather than a simple constraint on managers. But it also suggests several features that could be made more explicit in his account. First, restrictiveness was only one part of a complex set of features of workplace organization. Second, it was activated and kept alive by managerial policies that emphasized short-term battles over longer-term re-organization. Third, how far it is the hidden secret of productivity performance at the level of the whole economy remains questionable.

Conclusions: developing comparative analysis

IR offers some concrete examples of ways in which an approach akin to CR has evolved. It may be that research is now open to the multi-level approach favoured by CR. Thompson (2003: 372) notes the development of new approaches using ‘multi-level case studies’ to address contemporary developments. Watson (2004: 454) similarly underlines the need to link a micro political study of events within firms to the ‘political economy of employment relationships’. The following remarks suggest how we can develop such a perspective.

There is evidence of a progressive research programme, in the terms used by Lakatos (1978) and as discussed elsewhere in relation to aspects of IR not addressed here (Edwards, 1993). ‘Progressive’ means a developing theme of research that builds on what has gone before, to improve conceptualization of the phenomenon in question and to advance explanation of its causes and consequences. The study of team work would be an example. We can also argue that empirical IR has had, in institutionalist analysis, an approach and set of concepts which can frame empirical inquiry and act as a link to more abstract issues addressed in CR’s contribution to the philosophy of social science.

Yet research programmes have often developed haphazardly. Though it is possible to identify clear progress, there are also limitations. Studies focus on particular issues and may thus not be directly comparable with each others. At one level, it is simply an issue of whether or not results are reported, but there are also deeper issues of the selection of specific issues to study and of research sites. We often lack the information to make systematic statements about certain features (such as types of teams) and their conditions and effects.

It is also the case that IR has rarely made explicit its institutionalist analytical base. As noted above, old institutionalism left little legacy. Kaufman’s (2004b) analysis of the origins and development of the field makes clear that several factors militated against the creation of a distinct paradigm. These included an interest in addressing practical real-world issues, distrust of frameworks from economics or sociology, which were felt to lack empirical realism, and a preference for inductive methods.

IR might then be said to have some unrealized potential (or even, causal power). One way of building on it is through debate between empirical researchers, institutional theorists, and experts in CR. But such engagement also needs to be taken further. It has been stressed above that explanation has been limited by the
rarity of comparative studies that allow the researcher to specify the causal powers of a phenomenon in one setting through careful comparison with other settings. This is far from easy. Not only may suitable comparisons not exist, or be hard to access. There are two more fundamental issues. First, it may not be possible to identify likely candidates for study. Causal mechanisms can be deeply embedded in social arrangements, and finding a site for comparative study without already having detailed knowledge may be very hard. Second, causal influences also come in ‘bundles’ that have to be treated as wholes. All that said, however, past experience does show how cumulative information can be built up. It may be possible in the future for researchers to share existing knowledge and then devise a research programme with comparative questions clearly in view.

It has been suggested elsewhere that Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) may have some value here, with some uses in an IR context being cited (Edwards, 2005). The main proponent of the approach explains it through an example, which happens to be an IR one (Ragin, 1987). Suppose that an analyst wants to know whether strikes are successful or not. Three possible conditions are identified: a booming product market, labelled A; the threat of sympathy strikes, B; and a large strike fund, C. A ‘truth table’ is assembled showing the sixteen possible combinations of A, B and C and whether or not a strike succeeded. It can be shown whether, for example, success depends on both A and B being present but not C, or whether C alone is sufficient. This way of thinking encourages the analyst to identify logical possibilities and then go through the evidence systematically to see what combination of factors is necessary and sufficient for a given outcome.

Weaknesses of QCA include its tendency to determinism, with a condition always being associated with a given outcome. How far advocates of CR are sympathetic to it would also be a useful theme to debate. The point here is simply that it may help to think about the bundling of causal powers and about how to develop a programme of research. For example, if we find that certain conditions seem to lead to teams having certain effects, we may be in a position to seek cases where some conditions vary, and then to explore effects.

Some clear analytical developments, together with prospects for future advance, can thus be discerned. It remains the case, however, that IR is a far from unified field and that there remain substantial challenges to its intellectual development. Whether or not its past doubts about theoretical engagement have been overcome is highly uncertain. Yet pursuing such engagement may be one route to restore its institutionalist tradition and to show that it has insights to offer to mainstream social science. It may also, as a result, have stronger things to say about ‘practice’, an issue that will be taken up elsewhere.
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